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FOREWORD 
Volume 9, No 3 (1983) of this Journal mmated an ongoing series entitled Advances in lfy- 
perbollc Partial Dlfferentlal Equations Its emphasis was on hyperbolic problems ansmg in 
populations, tides, and reactors, though these were not the only areas covered The Intent of 
the senes 1s to provide state-of-the-art analysis m problems arising from hyperbolic pde’s 
In this second Issue, I am pleased that we have a wider vanety of applications, both 
theoretical as well as applied And 1 am equally pleased that we are able to present both a new 
selection of contnbutors, as well as a wider vanety of selections 
This issue begins with a guest contnbutlon by T Saaty This foldout was designed as a 
guldelme for a book chapter on partial differential equations However, it also provides an 
interesting cvervlew of the dlverslty and complexity of the field of partial dlfferentlal equations 
In this issue we inaugurate the practice of publishing muu-monographs A mm+monograph 
1s a comprehensive and detailed study of a particular problem This involves not only a detailed 
dlscusslon of the realworld relevance of the problem, but also a detailed discussion of the 
mathematlcai analysis Finally, the mm+monograph correlates the mathematical analysis with 
the known realworld dynamics, dlscussmg the conclusions based upon the mathematics and 
their relation to the realworld processes under study In our mml-monograph section we present 
a paper by Petroulas, Ans and Carr on the analysis of the counter-current moving-bed chro- 
matographlc reactor In this section, we also present the paper by Coleman on the cold drawing 
of polymers 
The next senes of papers comprises what we call the standard study These are papers 
addressing a particular problem, but they are not as exhaustive or detailed as the mml-mono- 
graphs A standard study 1s the type of paper that most contnbutors would normally submit to 
a Journal In this category we have a wide variety of papers However, we may break these 
papers down m terms of their emphasis The first senes emphasizes the numerical analysis of 
hyperbohc problems In this category, Vlchnevetsky and Panser address the problem of de- 
veloping high-order numerical Sommerfeld boundary condmons for a simple advectlon equa- 
tlon Dey discusses an lmphclt code for nonlinear hyperbolic pde’s Layton discusses the long 
time behavior of finite difference and finite element approximations to first order hyperbolic 
systems Begue and Plronneau address the question of hyperbolic systems with penodlc boun- 
dary condltlons In this paper, they show that the usual methods for solution of the Euler 
equations of mcompresslble fluid dynamics are not well sulteci to the problem of numencally 
analyzing the Euler equations They discuss alternate means of addressmg the problem Sod 
examines the problem of numerical solution for the one-dimensional reactor-dlffuslon model 
of lammar flame propagation m premlxed gases usmg a random choice method Evans and 
Abdullah consider the problem of finite difference approximation to the dlffuslon convection 
equation 
In the more theoretical vein, Kumsch, Shappacher and Webb discuss the dynamics of 
nonlinear age-dependent population dynamics involving random dlffuslon processes Cushmg 
discusses the existence of positive equlhbnum solutions of the McKendnck equations for the 
dynamics of an age-structured population as a bifurcation phenomenon Grimmer and Pruss 
consider the problem of linear Volterra equations m Banach spaces Marcatl addresses the 
problem of a nonconserv?tlve hyperbolic system ansmg m the study of the dynamics of no&near 
age-dependent population growth Rascle looks at the Rlemann problem for a nonlmear system 
ansing m the study of chemotactlc bacterial populations Krelth and Swanson extend the 
technique for classlfymg the asymptotic behavior of solutions of ordinary differential equations 
to the problem of hyperbohc charactenstlc mltlal valve problems Lakshmlkantham and Pandlt 
address the question of penodlc solutions of hyperbolic pde’s Bloom examines systems of 
nonlinear hyperbolic pde’s which anse m problems of classical electromagnetic theory Bellman 
and Meerkov consider the problem of reducing a weakly nonlinear hyperbohc pde to a form 
which admits an asymptotic treatment based upon the averaging pnnclple Zeman discusses 
XI 
the uniquess of solutions to the initial value problem for pde ‘s with multiple characteristics. 
Adomian extends some of the discussion of Witten’s earlier papers in cell population modeling 
by a more extensive discussion of the role of stochastic functions. McCoy looks at the problem 
of hyperbolic boundary value problems which arise from symmetric Poisson processes. 
Our short communication section is a section designed for concise presentation of newly 
obtained results. In this section, we have the paper by MacCamy and Socolovsky. which 
discusses a numerical procedure for the porous media equation. 
Many people must be thanked for the successful completion of this issue. First, I would 
like to thank all of the contributors, without whom there would be no Issue 7. I would like to 
thank all of those who contributed by suggesting names of others who might possibly contribute. 
Finally, I would like to thank the many people who reviewed the papers in this volume. 
Without supportive surroundings, this second volume would never have reached comple- 
tion. I would like to thank the Department of Mathematics at the Illinois Institute of Technology. 
Not only did they provide a supportive environment for this work. but they also provided much 
financial support in times of financial difficulty. 
I would also like to thank the staff at Pergamon Press who performed admirably on Issue 
1 of this series. 
Those who are interested in submitting a paper to this ongoing series. the details concerning 
the issue and the author’s guidelines are included in this volume. Those who are interested in 
purchasing earlier volumes, current volumes, or future volumes. are encouraged to contact the 
Editor-in-Chief, Prof. Ervin Y. Rodin, Box 1040. Washington University, St. Louis. MO. 
63132, U.S.A., or the undersigned. 
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